**FACTSHEET**

**Printer Management**

Printer driver management made easy with easyPRIMA

---

**What is easyPRIMA?**

easyPRIMA is a central database for the administration and distribution of all printer data and configurations on multiple system environments (SAP®, Windows®, Output Management).

---

**What does easyPRIMA?**

With the integration of easyPRIMA, companies can drastically reduce the average time spent administering, installing, modifying or removing output devices on all systems from 4-8 hours to 5-15 minutes per device.

---

**Who needs easyPRIMA?**

All companies who need to manage 100 to 50,000 output devices on disparate system landscapes and all administrators who control comprehensive printer configurations on multiple system environments would benefit from easyPRIMA.

---

**Save up to 90% costs in printer administration**

- easyPRIMA provides **cost savings of up to 90% within printer administration**.

- High systems availability, immediate recognition of new printers at any location and quick implementation of new corporate guidelines are guaranteed.

- The installation of print servers or SAP systems onto the print infrastructure is significantly simplified.

---

592 printers in Boston

1,635 printers in London

19,450 worldwide!
Printer management on large system infrastructures...

...includes maintenance, administration, installation and removal of printers on various system landscapes. This can be a very costly, time-consuming task.

Output devices often have to be maintained in multiple output and spooling systems at the same time (SAP, Windows or Output Management solutions).

If a company is operating multiple SAP Systems, Output Management Solutions and Windows Print Servers, the cost for printer administration can increase drastically. In these situations, it is also very hard to guarantee a steady synchronization of device data.

This is where the easyPrima is introduced, a solution operated from any location through an intuitive, web-based interface.

With easyPRIMA, all printer information from relevant system environments can be imported automatically. The information is then stored and maintained on a neutral system within a central database and can be distributed to all connected output systems in any order.

In addition, new printers can be installed and distributed on each system very easily – even without specific knowledge of the target systems. In a similar way, printers can be removed/deleted from all connected systems.

Advantages of easyPRIMA:

- Automatic printer consolidation and synchronization across all systems
- Quick deployment of devices in large print infrastructures
- „Easy-to-use“ web interface
- Quick and simple editing of all configurations
- Single point of control: central administration for all systems
- Integration of local administrators through user and permission management
- Precise structuring of large print infrastructures
- Quick and efficient system maintenance

SAP (SPAD)
- SAP - HR
- SAP - PP
- SAP - FI
- SAP [...]

Windows print server
- Windows Site 1
- Windows Site 2
- Windows Site 3
- Windows [...]

Output Management
- PLOSSYS 1
- PLOSSYS 2
- OMS 1
- OMS 2

System environments/locations

Device upload/edownload

With easyPRIMA any number of output devices can easily and centrally be administered on all systems operated throughout the company.

easyPRIMA
Central device database
100 bis 50.000 output devices
import/export/Synchronization

Output devices/MFPs
Queue Information (Single Device View):
All information from the output devices can be edited, distributed, viewed or removed from a central point of control.

For easy navigation, both queues and system environments can be structured and grouped based on selected criteria (ex. factory, subsidiary, type of system).

System view
Overview of all connected systems environments
New queue information is distributed to all selected systems at the push of a button.

Existing device installations can be imported into easyPRIMA using the automatic synchronization functionality.

Likewise, unused devices can be deleted from all desired systems.
Features and functions

- Interface for import of queue information from different system environments (SAP, Windows print server, PLOSSYS®netdome)
- Transport connection to output management solutions from any supplier (.csv interface)
- Interface for automatic, rule-based export of configurations (Synchronization, Update) to all connected system environments (SAP, Windows print server, PLOSSYS®netdome) during business operations.
- Automatic completion of configurations from predefined templates
- Central device configuration to scattered system environments
- Structuring and grouping of systems and output devices
- Configuration
- Activity log
- User and permission management
- Configurable user interface
- Flexible administration of device-specific features like Logistic: location, operator [...] Options: tray control, finishing options, paper formats [...] Network: IP, availability [...]
- Permission and status control during printer installation on SAP systems
- Simultaneous adding, copying, changing, creating and deleting of output devices on multiple systems through one user interface.

System Environments

spooling systems like

- PLOSSYS®netdome
- SAP printing infrastructures
- Windows print servers
- Output management systems

Product code

PR-EPRIMA
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